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1. License Agreement
Please read the license agreement of this license contract carefully, before you install the software.
By the installation of the software you agree to the conditions of this license contract.
This software-license agreement, in the following called as "license", contains all rights and
restrictions for final users that regulate the use of the accompanying software, operating
instructions and other documents, in the following called as "software".
1. This license contract is an agreement between Licensor and Licensee, who is being
licensed to use the named Software.
2. Licensee acknowledges that this is only a limited nonexclusive license. This means that the
licensee has no right to allocate sublicenses. Licensor is and remains the owner of all titles,
rights, and interests in the Software.
3. The software is a copyright property of Lakeside Audio. The program or parts of it may not
be further licensed to third parts, rented, sells, or be further marketed, otherwise, in any
form without explicit written approval by Lakeside Audio. The user may neither change the
software and their components, modify nor, otherwise, redevelopment or decompile in any
form.
4. This Software is subject to no warranty. This software is sold as is, without any warranty. If
at any time, a user changes their system, we hold no responsibility to change our software
to make it work again.
5. This License permits Licensee to install the Software on more than one computer system,
as long as the Software will not be used on more than one computer system
simultaneously. Licensee will not make copies of the Software or allow copies of the
Software to be made by others, unless authorized by this License Agreement. Licensee
may make copies of the Software for backup purposes only. Licensee not entitled to
transmit or to transfer the software or your rights from this License agreement.
6. LICENSOR IS NOT LIABLE TO LICENSEE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING
COMPENSATORY, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY, PUNITIVE, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, CONNECTED WITH OR RESULTING FROM THIS
LICENSE AGREEMENT OR LICENSEE’S USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
7. Licensee agrees to defend and indemnify Licensor and hold Licensor harmless from all
claims, losses, damages, complaints, or expenses connected with or resulting from
Licensee’s business operations.
8. Licensor has the right to terminate this License Agreement and Licensee’s right to use this
Software upon any material breach by Licensee. duration of the license contract is
indefinitely determined.
9. Licensee agrees to return to Licensor or to destroy all copies of the Software upon
termination of the License Contract.
10. This License Agreement replaces and supersedes all prior negotiations, dealings, and
agreements between Licensor and Licensee regarding this Software.
11. This License Contract is subject to german law.
12. If a regulation of this license contract is void by law, the validity of the remaining regulations
is not affected. If there is such a regulation it will be replaced by a valid, according to the
legal regulations and enforcable regulation with similar intention and similar economic
consequences.
13. The license contract is effectve by delivery of the software of the licensor to the lecensee
and/or by usage of the software by the licensee. This License contract is also valid without
Licensor’s signature.
14. The license automatically goes out if the licensee does not agree to the license regulations
described here or offend against the license regulations of this license contract. With
ending the license contract the licensee is obliged to extinguish all copies of the software or
to destroy it.
15. The Licensee sticks for all damages which originates the licensor from the injury of these
license regulations.

2. Product Liability
For all offers, sales and supplies do explicit apply the following conditions, even if the buyer,
orderer and suchlike prescribes other conditions. Alterations are only valid, if they are agreed in
writing.
1. The technical documentation is part of the products. The product liability and the product
guarantee will be excluded, if contents and in particular the safety references and
instruction for action of the documentation are not considered.
2. Application of the product takes place at one’s own risk.
3. The liability of the substitution of damages according to §1 product liability law, is expressly
excluded in the context of §9 product liability law, as far as compelling legal terms do not
provide anything else. In no event will the producer be liable for any indirect, incidental,
special or consequential damages, including loss of profits, loss of revenues, loss of data,
loss of use, any other economic advantage or damages caused by pretensions of third
party towards the customer out of this agreement, under any theory of liability, whether in
an action in contract, strict liability, tort (including negligence) or other legal or equitable
theory.
4. The burden of proof is with the customer.
5. Lakeside Audio does ensure the legal warranty according to German law. Except for
warranties expressly set forth in this agreement, any and all products are delivered “as is”
and the producer makes and the customer receives no additional express or implied
warranties. The producer hereby expressly disclaims any and all other warranties of any
kind or nature concerning the products, whether express or implied, including without
limitation, any warranty of title, merchantability, quality, accuracy, or fitness for a particular
purpose or the customer’s purpose. The producer expressly disclaims any warranties that
may be implied form usage of trade, course of dealing, or course of performance, except for
the express war-ranties stated in this agreement. The products are provided with all faults,
and the entire risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with
customer. The producer does not warrant that the Products will operate without interruption
or be error free.
6. Lakeside Audio is justified to exchange defective goods against homogeneous acceptable
ones or to eliminate the fault within an appropriate period. In this case a demand for
redhibitory action or reduction of price expires. Warranty claims presuppose a due notice of
defects.
7. Resale, transfer, donation, exchanges or the rental of the offered products at third party, is
not permitted without clearance of Lakeside Audio.
8. The customer is not allowed to use the product to be in violation of the copyrights of the
owner of any material like audio recordings processed by the software.
9. German Law is deemed to be as legal basis.

2.1 Third party copyright notice
VST is a registered trademark of Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH.
Mac and Audio Units are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

3. Overview
Groovestar is an innovative and new audio synthesizer instrument plugin for creating
beats, bass and synthesizer lines, arpeggiator sounds and loops in infinite ways. It is
based on the classic step sequencer idea but it features much more possibilities to create
powerful patterns by using synthesized sounds as input as well as sampled wave sounds.
You can treat and combine them to make hybrid sounds in endless variations.
The plugin is controlled by MIDI events – you can map any created pattern to different
keys or even combine them to play them simultaneously. Moreover it is possible to map a
whole range of notes to a pattern allowing to alter the pitch of it – indepently if it is based
on a synthesized sound or a wave file!
To quickly learn the basic concept of Groovestar we recommend to have a look at the
Groovestar tutorial on YouTube:
https://youtu.be/rg4_xztP8FU
Restriction of the demo version:
The demo version can be used only for half an hour total time and saving settings is
disabled. The full version will come with about 2.800 drum wave samples like bassdrums,
claps, snare drums, percussion and so on!

4. System requirements
At the moment Groovestar V3.0 supports Microsoft Windows 7 and greater as well as
MacOS 10.10 and greater with the following variants:
•
•

VST2.4 plugin as a dll file for 32 and 64 bit systems
VST2.4 64 bit plugin for macOS

Groovestar V3.0 has been developed and tested with Steinberg Cubase 8.5 on Windows 7
and on MacOS 10.13 High Sierra 64 bit. It should work also with Ableton Live, FL Studio,
Nuendo, Studio One and Reaper.

5. Installation instructions and licensing
Groovestar V3.0 is delivered as a ZIP-file containing the following items:
•

VST2.4 plugin „groovestar32.dll“ in folder „plugin/Windows“:
This is for 32 bit applications, please copy it into the appropriate plugin folder. For
Cubase you mostly will find it here:
C:\Program Files\Steinberg\VSTPlugins\
Note: In Cubase you could also create a subfolder „Groovestar“ and put the .dll,
the gspresets and the gsaudio folder in there.

•

VST2.4 plugin „groovestar64.dll“ in folder „plugin/Windows“:
This is for 64 bit systems, most modern hosts will use this, for Cubase the
folder should be
C:\Program Files\Steinberg\VSTPlugins\
Note: In Cubase you could also create a subfolder „Groovestar“ and put the .dll,
the gspresets and the gsaudio folder in there.

•

MacOS VST plugin package „groovestar.vst“ in folder plugin/macOS“
The package groovestar.vst must be placed in your home directory into
Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST/. Alternatively you can run the installer script „Install
Groovestar“.

•

Folder „gsaudio“ in folder „plugin“ with a wave sample library:
This folder has to be placed at the same location as the plugin itself. When you
purchase Groovestar, you will get the full sample library as another zipped folder
„gsaudio.zip“. Please replace the old gsaudio folder delivered with the demo version
with this new one (unzipped) to use the full sample bank.

•

Folder „gspresets“ with factory presets. This folder has to be placed at the same
location as the plugin itself (like the gsaudio folder).

•

This document

Attention:
Groovestar is protected with a node locked license and it can only be
used once on the host where you have unlocked it with the license key.
On MacOS the license has to be activated for each DAW separately.
If you experience any problems or want to migrate to a new host or use it on more
than one computer (we grant up to 3 licenses), please get in touch with
webmaster@lakeside-audio.de.

6. Controls description
In this chapter all the controls are specified.

6.1 View

Groovestar comes with two different views, „ALL“ and „SLOT“. In the „ALL“ view an
overview of all the occupied slots is displayed.
The „SLOT“ view delivers more parameters about the selected slot.
With the up and down arrows you can scroll through all the 100 slots, since the window
below can only display 10 slots at once.
With the left and right arrow buttons you can select the active slot which is edited at the
moment. Alternatively you can click on one of the pencil buttons below to activate a
particular slot. Within the „SLOT“ view these 4 arrow buttons have the same effect – you
can use them to go to the next or previous slot.
For more information about the „ALL“ view refer to 6.12 Settings in „ALL“ view, for more
information about the „SLOT“ view refer to 6.13 Settings only available in „SLOT“ view.
With the brightness button on the top left side you can switch the display between a black

and a white background.
The current slot number which is active is displayed on the right side of the arrow buttons.
By clicking in this black field containing the slot number you will get a drop down menu
showing all slots and their mapping to MIDI notes. This is very useful when you are in the
„SLOT“ view and don´t want to switch back to the „ALL“ view for entering another slot for
editing.

6.2 Global slot control

Groovestar stores its patterns in so called „slots“. Each slot can be mapped to an
individual MIDI note, or to a note range allowing the pitch of the slot following the key
played – independently if it is a sawtooth, square or even wave sound!
Additionally the key feature of Groovestar is the fact, that each slot has its own filter,
reverb, delay effect, compressor and LFO independently.
To control these parameters of a particular slot, either enter the „SLOT“ view or choose the
global slot parameters to be edited by the „EDIT“ (=pencil) button of the desired slot in the
„ALL“ view or activate it by the arrow keys in the View section (see also 6.12 Settings in
„ALL“ view).
Each slot has the following parameters:
Tune
Pitch of the whole slot, adjustable from -12 to +12 semitones.
Cutoff
Filter cutoff setting of the low pass filter, applied to the whole slot.
Reso
Filter resonance setting of the low pass filter, applied to the whole slot.
EnvMod
Modulation depth of the filter envelope.
Decay
Steepness of the second part of the filter envelope.

Emphasis
By turning this knob to the right steps which are emphased/deemphased will be accented
or attenuated. Just try it!
Drive
By this powerful function you can boost the sound in a heavy way. Maybe too powerful for
mainstream productions, but you will get very individual and unheard results :-)
Swing
This function is available only for WAVE sounds and will add some randomness to the
attack position of each step to create alive patterns.
Grouping

With the orange „G“ button shown above you can decide if the settings described above
should be controlled simultaneously for all slots which are part of the slot group. Please
refer to chapter 7. Slot groups for a detailled description of slot groups.

6.3 Preset Selection und Main Volume

Groovestar 3.0 has an own preset manager. You can store your current settings in a preset
by clicking on the „disc“ button shown above and choosing a file into which the settings
should be stored.
You can use the arrow keys to browse through all the presets in the current selected
folder, and you can click into the preset display field to choose a particular preset by a file
selector.
The „Vol“ knob controls the main volume of the preset.

6.4 MIDI control

Playback of slots is triggered by MIDI note events (and their length). The MIDI pitch wheel

will be considered as well, just try it!
In the MIDI control section the following parameters are available:
Chan./Start
With the channel field you can select the MIDI channel of the current slot. You can also
leave it to the „ALL“ setting, so the slot will be replayed regardless of the MIDI channel of
the incoming event.
With the start field below you can control with which bar the current slot should start (1..4).
Please regard that this parameter can also be automated or controlled by MIDI. For more
info about automation see chapter 8. Automation.
Note
This is the most important field, here you have so specify the base MIDI note of the slot in
the notation „NoteOctave“, so for example „C1“. When you press the corresponding key,
the slot will be replayed.
You can use the „MIDI learn“ function by pressing the keyboard button on the right side of
this field.

If learn mode is active, Groovestar will listen to the MIDI input and assign the next note
played to this slot, so you don´t have to enter the note by hand.
Range
When you leave this at zero, only one MIDI key will be mapped to the slot. If you increase
it, the adjusted number of octaves above the base MIDI note will be mapped to the slot,
allowing to follow the pitch of the key. Just try it – it will even work with WAVE files! You
can disable the key follow function within the slot view.
MIDI Loop
When you activate the loop mode by pressing the loop button
, the slot will be restarted
at the beginning automatically until the note is stopped by a MIDI event.
MIDI Trigger
When you activate the MIDI trigger mode by pressing the trigger button,
you can activate a slot by only hitting a key on your MIDI keyboard once.
When the loop mode is deactivated, you can restart the playing slot by hitting
the key again, in loop mode hitting the same key again will stop the slot.
MIDI sync to host
The sync to DAW function is very powerful. When you activate it by clicking the sync
button, MIDI trigger mode is activated automatically. When the playback in your DAW is

active and you press a key on your MIDI keyboard, a slot which is in this mode will start its
playpack automatically at the beginning of the next bar or end it there, if it is active at the
moment.
This is very useful for live performance, if you want to play several slots automatically and
synchronous to the bar.
Grouping

With the orange „G“ button shown above you can decide if the MIDI settings described
above should be controlled simultaneously for all slots which are part of the same slot
group. Please refer to chapter 7. Slot groups for a detailled description of slot groups.

6.5 Sound selection

The sound selection field allows you to select a synthesized SAWTOOTH sound, a
SQUARE sound or even a sampled WAVE file by enganging one of the three buttons
above the sample name display:
In the WAVE file mode (button on the right) the current audio file will be displayed below.
You can browse through the current folder of WAVE files by clicking the arrow keys below
the sound name display. The arrow keys have no effect in SAWTOOTH or SQUARE
mode.
Groovestar has another special feature: Press the „shuffle“ button in WAVE file
mode to select a random sample in the current folder. Attention! This function will
select random samples of all slots belonging to the same note. This is very useful to
generate random drum sets – just try it!
To select a custom .WAV or .LSA (Lakeside Audio file format) file from your directory, just
click in the field where the sample name is displayed and then a file selection dialog will be
opened.
At the moment Groovestar only supports .LSA and .WAV audio formats. To show
all .wav files you have to set the appropriate filter in the file selection dialog.
Please note that it is also possible to move an audio snippet out of the DAW by
using drag&drop into the field where the sample name is displayed!

Groovestar 3.0 comes with a new sample view display below the sound selection field.

You can view the waveform and you can select a greyish loop region by using the mouse
cursor and the left mouse button to choose start and end. By activating the loop function
with the button on the top left side the sample will be repeated either at the end or within
the defined loop region if the step playback is longer than the sound itself.
Groovestar 3.0 has a very powerful feature: With the „keep length“ function

a transposed sample will keep its length. Groovestar engages powerful algorithms to keep
the sound natural, even for drumloops which will be time stretched to keep their length
after altering the pitch.

6.6 Reverb effect

You can add a simple to configure but high-quality reverb effect to each slot. To deactivate
the reverb, just keep the „level“ setting on the left position.
Decay
This setting controls the size of the reverb.
Damp.
This setting controls how much of the higher frequencies of the reverb´s output will be
damped.
Level
Reverb level. To deactivate the reverb, just keep this setting on the left position.
Grouping

With the orange „G“ button shown above you can decide if the reverb settings described
above should be controlled simultaneously for all slots which are part of the same slot
group. Please refer to chapter 7. Slot groups for a detailled description of slot groups.

6.7 Delay effect

You can add a simple but powerful delay effect to each slot. To deactivate the delay, just
keep the „level“ setting on the left position.
Left
Stereo left channel delay in 1/32 note steps.
Right
Stereo right channel delay in 1/32 note steps.
Level
Delay level. To deactivate the delay, just keep this setting on the left position.
Feedback
Delay feedback level. The output of the delay effect will be fed back to the input,
generating larger delays.
Grouping

With the orange „G“ button shown above you can decide if the delay settings described
above should be controlled simultaneously for all slots which are part of the same slot
group. Please refer to chapter 7. Slot groups for a detailled description of slot groups.

6.8 Filter selection

In this section you can choose between a 18 dB/oct (soft) or 24dB/oct (hard) filter or
disable the filter at all. Cutoff, Reso, EnvMod and Emphasis is only available in filter mode.

6.9 Slot mix

In this section you can alter the following settings:
Out
It is possible to direct the output of a slot to one out of 8 stereo channels. Per default the
first stereo output channel is selected. Use this functionality if you want to mix the different
slots within your DAW (and adding further effects to particular slots, for example).
Additionally you can control the mute and solo setting of this slot here.
Boost
Groovestar 3.0 comes with a powerful, simple to configure compressor for adding more
punch to your beats. Just increase this settings to maximize the loudness of this slot.
Amp
Overall slot level setting.
Pan
Slot panning setting.
Pre/Post Effect
By clicking the pre/post effect button
before reverb and delay, or after it.

you can control if the compressor is inserted

Grouping

With the orange „G“ button shown above you can decide if the slot mix settings described
above should be controlled simultaneously for all slots which are part of the same slot
group. Please refer to chapter 7. Slot groups for a detailled description of slot groups.

6.10 Bar selection

Each slot comes with 4 bars containing 4 quarter notes each.
With the bar buttons you can select which bar to edit (1,2,3 or 4). So this parameter does
not take influence on the sounds, it is just to switch the page where you want to edit the
corresponding bar.
A visualisation light below the bar button shows the current position.
With the „follow song“ button at the left side of bar button one you can control if the step
editor view should follow the current playback position.

6.11 Edit functions

Groovestar has several edit functions to copy patterns between different slots.
Copy Bar(s)
By hitting this button the content of the current bar(s) will be copied to the clipboard. The
paste button will appear showing that the clipboard is not empty. In the „all“ view, the
content of all bars with the same number over all slots will be copied to the clipboard, in
the „slot“ view only the current bar will be copied.
Copy Slot
By hitting this button the content of the current whole slot will be copied to the clipboard.
The paste button will appear showing that the clipboard is not empty.
Paste
When you hit the paste button, the content of the clipboard will be copied to the current
bar, all bars or slot. So the clipboard can contain:
–

a single bar, copied in „slot“ view mode → this bar will be copied to the current
active bar in the current active slot

–

the same bar of all slots, copied in „all“ view mode → these bars will be copied to
the destination bars in all slots

–

a complete slot → this slot will overwrite the current active slot.

So you can copy a single bar in „slot“ view mode, you can copy all bars with the same
number over all slots in „all“ view, or you can copy a complete slot independently if you are
in „all“ or „slot“ view.
Cut Bar(s)
By hitting this button the content of the current bar(s) will be moved to the clipboard. The
paste button will appear showing that the clipboard is not empty. In the „all“ view, the
content of all bars with the same number over all slots will be moved to the clipboard, in
the „slot“ view only the current bar will be moved.
Cut Slot
By hitting this button the content of the current whole slot will be moved to the clipboard
and the content of the current slot will be emptied. The paste button will appear showing
that the clipboard is not empty.

6.12 Settings in „ALL“ view
When the „ALL“ view is activated, a global overview of 10 slots at one time is displayed,
with the most important parameters of each step.
Each bar contains 4 quarter notes, and each quarter note consists of 4 steps, so a
complete bar shown has 16 steps:

Since Groovestar supports 100 slots and you can only see 10 slots at a glance, you can
use the up and down arrow keys in the „View“ section to scroll through all slots.
On the left side of each slot row the slot number, the MIDI base note and the wave sample
name is displayed.
Additionally there are these settings for each slot:

By activating the „EDIT“ button (the left one with the pencil) of a slot, the global slot
parameters of this slot can be accessed. So all the global slot controls for filter, reverb and
delay effects, mix and LFO and so on can be accessed by activating the EDIT button of
the desired slot to modify.
In the field at the right side of the orange „G“ letter you can add this slot to a slot group.
Please refer to chapter 7. Slot groups for a detailled description about using slot groups.
In this overview only a empty circle of each step is displayed when it is not active. To
activate a step, simply click into the circle. The following three most important parameters
of a single step can be controlled:

The big element on the right side is a knob/button combination and is used for activating
the step and adjusting the pitch of the step. To activate the step, simply click on it, to
change the pitch of the step keep the mouse button pressed and move it up and down.
The single note button on the upper left side controls if the step is transposed one octave
up or down (just click it, keep the mouse button pressed and move it up/down) and the
double note icon on the bottom left side enables the legato function.
Of course there are further controls of each step – these can be controlled in the „SLOT“
view. Please refer to 6.13 Settings only available in „SLOT“ view for more details and a
detailled description of the legato and pitch settings.
Groovestar 3.0 comes with further editing tools, accessable by right clicking in one of the
step circles. The following context menu will be shown:

Repeat pattern
This function will repeat the pattern of all the steps before until the end of the bar. This is
very useful if you have enabled a bassdrum kick at the beginning of the first quarter note.
Just right-click on the first step of quarter note 2 and choose repeat pattern and the rest of
the bar will be filled with the same pattern of the first quarter note.
Interpolate
This function will take the note pitch of the first and last step and interpolate all note
pitches in between.

Randomize
This function will generate a random step pattern for the whole bar. Pitch, transposition
and legato will be choosen by random.

6.13 Settings only available in „SLOT“ view
When the „SLOT“ view is activated, the global overview is replaced by more details of the
current selected slot.
Each bar contains 4 quarter notes, and each quarter note consists of 4 steps, so a
complete bar shown has 16 steps:

Each single step has the following settings:
Pitch/Key Follow
This setting controls the pitch of each step independently. From similiar plugins and
instruments you might know a piano roll or something like that, Groovestar uses the
„technical approach“ and offers knobs for tuning the pitch in the range of -6 / +6 semitones.
The resulting note will be displayed within the knob.
Please regard that Groovestar uses intelligent algorithms to calculate the pitch of an
used WAVE file to display the correct value here when you select an audio sample
as input. For percussive input no base pitch can be calculated und a relative pitch in
semitones will be displayed.
You can click on the „key follow“ buttons below if you want to transpose the corresponding
step according to the MIDI note played, if the current slot is mapped not only to one note
but covers a range of some octaves. Leave this function disabled if you want to keep
drums or percussive sounds their pitch while other slots mapped to the same notes should
be transposed.

Grouping
With the orange „G“ button you can decide if the slot pitch settings described above should
be controlled simultaneously for all slots which are part of the same slot group. Please
refer to chapter 7. Slot groups for a detailled description of slot groups.
Legato
With this powerful feature enabled the current step will not be ended but the pitch will be
aligned smoothly to the pitch of the next step („sliding“). Just try it!
Emph.
Emphasis is used to accentiate (+) or attenuate (-) the character of the corresponding
step. You can use the global „emphasis“ control to determine how much influence these
settings apply.
Octave
With this setting you can pitch the current step one octave up (+) or down (-). The
corresponding pitch information below the pitch knob will be updated accordingly.
Reverse
This setting is only available when you have choosen a WAVE sample as slot input. The
sample within the corresponding step will be played back in reverse. Just use the legato
setting in addition and you can play back complete samples in reverse.
Speed Factor
This powerful setting allows you to repeat the corresponding step several times, permitting
you to create multiple touches within one step above the granularity of 1/16 note. Use this
to create drum rolls for example!
Shaper

This setting allows you to modulate or automate most of the parameters of the current slot
along the steps played. You can select up to 3 independent envelope shapers by clicking
in the black field where the number is displayed. The destination is displayed in the field at
the right, just click into it control to select one out of these parameters:

The selected parameter will be automated according to the setting adjusted in each step.
In the example above the cutoff setting will be increased along the bar.
The setting of each step will be hold constant along the step, so you get a kind of discrete
progression of the envelope. If you want to interpolate the value between the steps, just
activate the interpolation button below the destination display.
Step Active
Finally this is the most important setting: It controls if a step note is active or not.

6.14 LFO settings
Each Groovestar slot has an individual LFO. Since Groovestar features up to 100 slots,
you have the option to engage as many LFOs.

The LFO can be used to modulate the slot parameters frequency, cutoff, pan or amp. To
activate or deactivate it, just press the button below „LFO“.
Type
Here you can select the shape of the LFO. Sine, sawtooth, square or random shape is
available.
Sync
By enabling this button the beginning of the period of the LFO will be synched with the first
step. Leave it deactivated to get a free running LFO. In sync mode, also the speed is
synchronized to the current song tempo – the period is locked to a multiple of the beat, the
current value is displayed within the speed knob.
Invert
With this button you can control the polarity of the LFO envelope.
Speed
This knob adjusts the frequency of the LFO. Turn it to the left to get a very slow modulation
(period length will be several seconds), turn it to the right to speed up the period to several
cycles per second. The frequency is displayed within the knob, in sync mode the period in
multiples of a beat is displayed.
Freq
This setting adjusts the modulation depth applied to the frequency of the slot tune.
Cutoff
This setting adjusts the modulation depth applied to the filter cutoff of the slot.
Pan
This setting adjusts the modulation depth applied to the panning of the slot.
Amp
This setting adjusts the modulation depth applied to the level of the slot.

Grouping
With the orange „G“ button you can decide if the LFO settings described above should be
controlled simultaneously for all slots which are part of the same slot group. Please refer to
chapter 7. Slot groups for a detailled description of slot groups.

6.15 Tempo

The tempo setting shows the current song tempo of the project. This parameter will be
provided by the DAW.
Groovestar 3.0 also allows you to set the resolution of the current slot with the setting at
the right side of the tempo display. Increase this value to scale the tempo of the current
slot (so running it at double or more speed).

6.16 Preview

In the section „Preview“ you can prelisten to all the slots. Hereby all slots will be replayed
synchronously in an endless loop.
Since a slot consists of up to 4 bars, the loop will be started again at the end of the longest
slot. There will only be replayed the first bars of shorter slots. If you want shorter slots to
be repeated earlier, you have to enable the „slot loop“ button in the middle. Of course you
can edit all steps while the playback is active, and if you activate steps in empty bars, the
playback of the corresponding slot will be expanded.
If you activate the „bar loop“ with the button on the right side, only the current bar will be
repeated. The slot loop function (if enabled) will be deactivated in this mode automatically.

7. Slot groups
As a really new feature in Groovestar 3.0 you can assign each slot to a „slot group“.

Just click in the black field of the corresponding slot in the „all“ view as shown above and
select one out of 5 groups.
Attention! By selecting a group the current slot will take all parameters of the
selected slot group. The old „local“ parameters will be lost.
With slot groups you can group slots together, for example whole beats or arpeggiator
patterns consisting of more than one slot. With groups you have the possibility to control
common parameters at the same time without being necessary to do it individually for
each slot.
So you can put a common reverb for a couple of slots, or you can control the filter settings
of several slots at the same time.
To get it more flexible it is possible to decouple single blocks out of this scheme, so if you
want to control the filter settings of a slot group individually but have a common reverb for
example, you can deactivate the grouping wihin the filter section by clicking on the orange
„G“ button at the right side of the „Global Slot Settings“ label.

8. Automation
Groovestar 3.0 comes with tons of automation features. Almost every control can be
automated, just right click on a parameter to get this context menu:

Use „Add Host-Automation“ to make this parameter accessible by the DAW. You can use
the automation provided by your DAW to automate this control.
Alternatively you can use „Lean MIDI controller“ to map this control to a MIDI controller
knob.
If a control is already mapped to some automation source, it is displayed in the context
menu and can be unmapped again.
It is even possible to export a MIDI controller map to a file and import it again, if you have
a special controller which always uses the same controls and you want to use it for
different presets without programming the mapping by hand again.

9. Importing MIDI and audio data
Within Cubase (tested with Cubase 8.5), it is possible to import MIDI and audio data by
using drag&drop.

9.1 Importing MIDI data
Groovestar allows you to import MIDI patterns to start with a GM drum set for creating new
beats:

Just select a groove pattern within your DAW and drag&drop it into one of the step circles
in the „all“ view as shown above. Drum patterns will be split up in several slots and will be
assigned a new MIDI note (all the same).
You can also add other MIDI notes this way, if it is not MIDI channel 10 for drums, all
events will be put in one slot.
Please note: The MIDI events will not be put in the slot you dropped it but in the first
empty slot.

9.2 Importing audio data
Importing audio data is just as simple:

Just drag an audio event out of your DAW and drop it in the sample view display. The
maximum length of audio data to be imported can be 16 seconds, longer samples will be
cutted.

10. Contact and purchasing
We strongly recommend that you try the demo version before you buy Groovestar!
If you like the plugin and if you purchase it, you will get a 5-digit activation code.
To activate your Groovestar license, you have to click on the shopping cart icon within
Groovestar. You will be directed to our product activation website, where you have to enter
your activation code. Afterwards you will get a license file which you have to load into
Groovestar by clicking on the unlock button.
Please contact us if you have further questions:
webmaster@lakeside-audio.de
or visit
www.lakeside-audio.de
Lakeside Audio YouTube channel with demos and tutorials:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN-LHG225Rb2KiOD0lxcHFA
Lakeside Audio
Markus Heininger
Reiserbergweg 3
82327 Tutzing

